One of the most remarkable of A.N. Kolmogorov's mathematical achievements is his work on classical mechanics of 1954. A simple and novel idea, the combination of very classical and essentially modern methods, the solution of a 200 year-old problem, a clear geometrical picture and great breadth of outlook -these are the merits of the work. Its deficiency has been that complete proofs have never been published.
In the present paper, written for Kolmogorov' s 60th birthday, an attempt is made to remedy this deficiency. All the basic ideas are set out in §1; it is my hope that the expert reader will be able to construct the proofs from them. The remaining sections are written more formally:
1 in §2 the various theorems and lemmas are formulated, and §3 contains the proofs, based on the techniques of §4.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the foundations of classical mechanics. It is worth noting, however, that the methods we expound are applicable not only to conservative dynamical systems, but also to more general systems of differential equations (cp.
[l7], [14] ). § I. Introduction I.I Integrable and non-integrable problems of dynamics. We shall examine conservative dynamical systems with η degrees of freedom, defined
The list of notation given at the end of § 4 should be of help to the reader. 
with an analytic Hamiltonian H(p, q). The classical methods of dynamics [l] only enable us to investigate the so-called integrable cases. EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that the phase-space is the direct product of an η-dimensional torus by a domain of η-dimensional euclidean space. Let g(mod 2π) be the angular coordinates on the torus, let ρ vary in the euclidean space, and let the Hamiltonian depend only on ρ: Η = H(p).
Hamilton's equations (1) take the form = (ω!, ..., ω η ) = ã nd are immediately integrable. Every torus ρ = const, is invariant; if the frequency ratios ω; are incommensurable (^Ц + ... + к п ш п -0 with integral ki implies that k{ = 0), then the motion is called quasi-periodic with η frequency ratios ω 1( ..., ω η ; it is easy to prove that the trajectory p(t), q(t) is everywhere dense in the torus. The variables p, q of example 1 are called operator -angle variables.
A great many integrable problems are known at present. The solution of all these problems with η degrees of freedom is based on the fact that there exist (and can be found) η single-valued first integrals in involution.
ί It can be shown [2] that the existence of such integrals has as a consequence the following picture of the behaviour of the trajectories in the 2n-dimensional phase-space p, q. A certain singular (2n-l)-dimensional set divides the phase-space into invariant domains. Each of these is stratified into invariant η-dimensional manifolds. If the domain is bounded, then these manifolds are tori carrying the quasi-periodic motions. In such a domain we can introduce the operator-angle coordinates of example 1. If η first integrals in involution have already been found, then the canonical transformation introducing the angle variables is given by a quadrature. EXAMPLE 2. Integrable problems: The two-body problem. The problem of motion under attraction to two fixed centres. The motion of a free point in a geodesic on a triaxial ellipsoid. A heavy, symmetric, rigid body fixed at a point on its axis. A free rigid body not subject to a gravitational field. Linear oscillations.
Non-integrable 2 problems: the η-body problem, including the so-called planar, bounded, circular problem of three bodies. The motion of a free point in a geodesic on a convex surface. A heavy, asymmetric, rigid body. Non-linear oscillations with η > 1 degrees of freedom.
The discovery of integrable cases was the major interest of the XlXth century (Jacobi, Liouville, Kovalevska and others). But with Poincare's work it became clear that the general dynamical system is non-integrable, 1 Functions f(p, q) and g(p, q) are said to be in involution if their Poisson / df dg df да \ bracket ( -~ -~ ~-~-) vanishes identically.
\ dp aq dq op J 2 More precisely, "not integrated", as the proofs of non-integrability are complicated, and have been carried out rigorously only in particular cases (cf. [l] , [3] ).
the integrals are not only unknown, but do not exist at all, because the trajectories, in the large, do not lie on invariant η-dimensional manifolds. 1.2 Perturbation Theory. Let us suppose that the system is disturbed from an integrable motion by a small "perturbation"; in the notation of example 1
where ε is small and Н г has period 2Я in q. According to Poincare [4] the investigation of this case is the fundamental problem of dynamics. How does the perturbation εΗχ influence the behaviour of the trajectories, as t -> 00? Will there still be invariant tori? Will the trajectory at least remain close to the torus ρ = const.? A comparison of the integrable and non-integrable problems of example 2 shows the importance of these questions for mechanics. A complete answer to them would contain, in particular, a solution of the problem of the stability of the planetary system.
A special application of perturbation theory was developed long ago in astronomy for the approximate investigation of trajectories. If the canonical transformation p, q -» ρ', q' takes Я into the form
then during a time-interval t ~ ε" 1 the motion p'(t), q'(t) will differ from the quasi-periodic motion described by Ηό(ρ') by a quantity ~ε. Returning to p, q we obtain for p(t), q(t) approximate expressions with errors of order ε, for a time-interval t ~ ε"
1 . If greater precision is required, we may look for a substitution p', q' -> ρ", q" taking Я to the form
The error will now be ~ε 3 ί. If the successive approximations converge, then in the limit we obtain H(p, q) = H^ip 00 ), i.e. the system is integrable: the tori p a> (p, q) = const, are invariant and are filled by the trajectories of quasi-periodic motions.
In carrying out the programme we have just described we encounter two difficulties:
1°. Small denominators. We look for a canonical transformation In order to obtain (3) we must eliminate the dependence on q of terms of
For certain "resonance" values ω the denominator (ω, k) is arbitrarily small for suitable k. These small denominators cast suspicion on the validity of our formal transformations. 2°. Divergence of Approximations. There are cases where the series of approximations terminates and therefore converges. Such cases were investigated in detail by Birkhoff [5] . However, Siegel [3] showed that in general, including the present case, the approximations diverge. The у > structure of the trajectories described in example 1 would follow from the convergence. In fact, the trajectories of the perturbed system cannot lie on the invariant tori.
Let us suppose that det ~-' 4 0. Then in any neighbourhood of an invariant torus of the perturbed system there is an η-dimensional torus on which all the trajectories are closed. Under a small perturbation this η-dimensional manifold of closed trajectories collapses, in general. Consequently the series arising from the perturbation method fails, in general, to converge in any domain of the phase space. In spite of their great efforts over a long period Poincare, Birkhoff, Siegel and others have not succeeded in making use of perturbation theory to obtain precise qualitative conclusions about the behaviour of the majority of the trajectories, as t •* 00. The non-integrable problems of dynamics appeared inaccessible to the tools of modern mathPig. 1.
1.3
The theorem of A. N. Kolmogorov. 1954, when A. N. Kolmogorov proved [б] , [7] that if det ematics. Essential progress was made in 4 0, then under a small analytic perturbation the majority of the invariant tori do not collapse but are only slightly deformed. These tori form a nowhere dense, closed set whose complement has measure small with ε.
Apart from this little is known about the behaviour of the trajectories. In the case of a system with two degrees of freedom the phase space is four-dimensional. The three-dimensional invariant manifold Η = const, is divided by two-dimensional invariant tori of the perturbed system. The complementary domain has the form of gaps through which the trajectories cannot leave, since they cannot intersect the invariant tori (see Pig. 1). For η > 2 the invariant η-dimensional tori do not separate the (2n-l)-dimensional energy levels Η = const., and trajectories from the gaps can a priori go to infinity.
We now indicate some applications of A.N. Kolmogorov's theorem and its generalizations.
EXAMPLE 3.
1
The theorem is applicable to the problem of the motion of a point on an analytic surface close to a surface of rotation or to a triaxial ellipsiod and also enables us to establish the stability of the motion of a planetoid in the planar, bounded, circular three body problem.
The theorem is not applicable, however, in those cases where the motion of the unperturbed system is described by a smaller number of frequencies than in the perturbed system (so-called degeneracy), since in these cases det = 0. The so-called limiting degeneracy occurring in the theory of oscillations when investigating the stability of equilibrium configurations and periodic motions is not covered. The paper [б] stimulated a series of studies in this direction [β] , [θ] . EXAMPLE 4. The stability of equilibrium configurations and periodic motions is established for systems with two degrees of freedom in the socalled general elliptic case [β] , in particular the stability of the Lagrange periodic solution of the planar, bounded, circular three body problem [9] .
The η-dimensional invariant tori for the perturbation of a degenerate system carrying out a motion with k < η frequencies arise from sets of fe-dimensional tori completed by quasi-periodic trajectories with k "fast" and η -k "slow" frequencies. This phenomenon was studied in [ΐθ], [ll] , [12] .
EXAMPLE 5. The eternal adiabatic invariance of the variables of the system is established for a non-linear oscillating system with one degree of freedom subject to a slow periodic variation of the Hamiltonian. The eternal retention of a charged particle is established for an axially symmetric magnetic field [ll] . In the η-body problem it is proved that if the masses, eccentricities, and inclinations of the planets are sufficiently small, then for the majority of initial conditions the motion is quasiperiodic and the major arcs of the orbits always remain near their initial positions, (in the case of three bodies the eccentricities need only be bounded from above, but not necessarily by a very small constant) [12] .
The recent important papers by J. Mozer [13] , [l4] abandon the requirement of analyticity of the Hamiltonian and substitute instead the requirement that several hundred derivatives exist. This progress is very significant and rather unexpected. Moser makes use of a method of Newton's type, proposed by A.N. Kolmogorov for |lm q | «ί ρ -δ. The next approximation gives an error of order M A , and so on, the error squaring each time, as is typical of Newton's method of tangents [ΐβ] . A rapid convergence of this nature overcomes the influence of the small denominators, and the series converges for the majority of the ω. To prove convergence we choose a sufficiently small b 1 > 0, sufficiently large T, and with Μ Κ δŵ e establish for the s-th approximation the inequalities |ff^s^| 4 6 S ' = M s for |lm 9 (s) | 4 p s , p s > ρ ω > 0, 6 S+1 = δ// 2 (s = 1, 2, ...). Kolmogorov published only a sketch of a proof of his theorem 1 . A detailed proof is set out below, but it should be noted that the author of the present paper is alone responsible for the unwieldy details of the proof. These details are probably very different from those of the original proof. Our account is constructed so that it can easily be generalized to the more complicated cases [β] -[ΐ2]. We restrict ourselves to the analytic case and do not make use of Mozer' s results.
In the construction proposed by Kolmogorov each invariant torus of the perturbed system is found by the aid of a sequence of approximations constructed in decreasing neighbourhoods of the unknown torus. Also, in the formula (4) the collection of frequencies ω is fixed in advance and does not depend on p.
In our proof we return to the original idea of the perturbation method, but do not fix ω and consider it in (4) as a function ω(ρ'). In order to avoid dealing with an infinite number of small denominators at once we restrict ourselves in each approximation to a finite number N s of harmonics, each time relating the leading harmonics to the terms of highest order. Thanks to this we are able to manage without Borel's monogenic functions in obtaining a bound for the measure of the complementary domain.
1.5 Unsolved problems. The methods developed here can certainly be applied to various concrete problems of dynamics, for example the investigation of moon orbits, asymmetrical tops, and the discovery of the socalled magnetic surfaces. However, I want to dwell on some problem of a more fundamental nature (see also [20] ).
1°. Zones of Instability. How do the trajectories that begin in the "gaps" of 1.3 behave? Can they, for η > 2, depart very far from the torus ρ = const.? In particular, are the equilibrium configurations and periodic solutions of general elliptic type stable when the number of degrees of freedom η exceeds 2? The simplest problem is the canonical mapping of the four-dimensional space.
For η = 2 the motion in a zone of instability is of a different character (see [5] , [2l] ). As a rough model we can consider the permuta- The following typical problems are also interesting in their own right: the reduction to rotations of analytic mappings of a circle onto itself (cp.
[17]), and the Floquet theory for linear differential equations with quasi-periodic coefficients (cp. [22] , [23] ).
3 . Dynamical systems of classical mechanics. By a dynamical system we understand a one-parameter group of measure-preserving transformations of a smooth manifold, defined by differential equations ( [5] , [7] ). Suppose that the canonical equations with Hamiltonian H(p, q) have the first integrals Fj. = H, F 2 Fk (F{(p, q) -univalent functions). Then on each invariant manifold Μ : F = const, we have a dynamical system. For example geodesic streams (see, for example, [24] ) and quasi-periodic motions (see 1.1) can be considered in this way. A series of other systems has recently been studied ( [25] , [2б]). Do they occur in mechanics, in particular for Η = Τ + U (where Τ is the kinetic and U the potential energy)? What restrictions must be imposed on the topology of the manifold Ml These questions are related to the study of canonical and contact structures on manifolds, and demand an examination in the large of the theorems of classical dynamics (see [2] ). §2. Formulation of the Theorems 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the Hamiltonian function H(p, q) is analytic in the domain F : ρ e G, |lm q\ < ρ and has period
2Tt in q = q lt , q n . Let H= H 0 (p) + Hi(p, q), where 1 in the domain F det dpi dpj φθ. (1) Then for any K. > 0 there exists Μ = M(K, p, G, H o ) > 0 such that if in F we have \Hi\<M,(2)P = P» + f*(Q), g = Q + g»(Q),(4)= minf10- 4n Q 4 "; ^i n ; κ), = min {e 2n (32« 2 + \00n)' 2n ; (6 -f 14Θ)" 1 ; 4- η - 2 κθ η θ- η Ζ»- 1 «- 1 }. 3°. Let β = δ 3 , γ = δ*", Λ/ = б т , Γ = 8ηЯ (р, q) = Я' 8 ' (P., Q.) = H l o s) (P s ) + - анр < (P., Q t ),
\B-E\<P,
-${x = P, Q). 
H(p, q) = H(p) + H 2 (P, Q) where in the domain
The proof is given in §3. The following lemma is crucial to the argument.
2.Ц Fundamental lemma. Consider the function Η(p, q), the domains F, G, Ω, and the positive numbers
is analytic and
where A is a diffeomorphism ρ -> ω of G onto the domain Ω (whose points 2°. The numbers β, γ, δ, Κ satisfy the inequalities
where Li(n) is defined in 3.1. 3°. Μ < δ ν Κβ 2 , where V = 2n + 3.
We set N = -log w and G^fj = 4" 1 Ω^, where Ω^ν consists of those ω 
takes H(p, q) into the form
and the variables p, q are given in terms of P, Q by (1). 2°.
In order that Σ χ Ξ 0 we set
Рог Ρ e G^y we have |(ω, k)\ > K\k\- (n+l) (0 < |fe| < N). 7°. Combining the estimates for 2^, Σ 3 , Σ 4 and using the conditions 2β < Κ, δ < LI 1 = 12"S Υ > 3δ, V = 2n + 3, Vi = η + 1, V 2 = 2n + 1 we obtain, for Ρ e G^ -2β, |lm (?| .< p -2γ < p -5δ -γ the inequalities .2) , for Ρ e G KN -2β. |Im Q\ 4 ρ -3γ < ρ -2γ -β we obtain the estimates of conclusion 2 of the inductive lemma.
3°. According to 1°., for P, Q e F' : Ρ e G lf |Im Q\ 4 ρ -3γ there follows Ρ e G^v -3β. But then, by 2°., the conclusions 1 and 2 of the inductive lemma follow, and this completes the proof.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 2. 1°. Put Κ = κ δι. We shall show that under the conditions of Theorem 2 the inductive lemma is applicable. In fact, the condition 1°. of the inductive lemma follows from condition 1°. of Theorem 2. δ < δ^1^ of the inductive lemma follows from the inequality δ.< δ< 5 > of Theorem 2. Since δ< δ< 2) , condition 2°. of the inductive lemma is satisfied because γ < Ο,ΐρ; γ < 4" 1 ;
106 < ΙΟδ'Λδν*» < 10·4-ίη γ < 2γ, Зб 3 < З-^б < 26, 2δ 3 < δ 2 < δχ = Κ. Prom conclusion 2 of the inductive lemma in the form Τ = 8n + 24 we obtain, in F s ,
4°. Suppose that the quantities
The conclusions 1, 2, 3 of the inductive lemma with 2°. and (9) are satisfied in each of the domains G^-
gives the proof of Theorem 1. We shall therefore assume henceforth that condition 1°. of Theorem 2 is satisfied in the domain G. We shall prove Theorem 1 assuming Μ = bj, Τ = 8n + 24, б г < δ (6 > (η, θ, Θ, р, к, Ο), where the constant δ^ is defined in Theorem 2. In view of (2) §1 the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied and so its conclusion holds. 
where
PROOF. First let us convince ourselves that mes^-A^-^LZ^ntt^. (6)
In fact, (4) defines a strip Γ\ of width not greater than 2К \k\~v by 1°. The strip Г* with |Лг| = m is, by 2°., not greater than 2V" 1 . (2) leads to Summing over m for N s . x < m < /V s we get (6). Also there are not more than 2V distinct k with k < m. Thus Ω^ is of type 2"iV5 in Ω and according to (3) 
(5) now follows from (6) and (7). 4.2. Analytical lemmas. These lemmas enable us to study the Fourier coefficients and derivatives of analytic functions in terms of the functions themselves, and conversely.
1°. Inequalities. For any m > 0 , V>0, δ>0
In fact, the function /(*) = χ -vlog χ has a minimum for χ = V, so e 
® is everywhere valid, then
For the proofs it suffices to write down the increments as integrals of derivatives. 4.3. Geometrical Lemmas. These lemmas guarantee the unique invertibility of the changes"of variables.
1° ε-displacement. Let U be a closed domain in the euclidean space R and let A be a continuous mapping of U into R such that \Ax -x\ < ε. Then its image AU contains U -ε.
In fact, let x 0 e (U -ε)\Αϋ. Then the mapping
is continuous for \x -Xo\ 4 ε. According to 2°. Bp is a diffeomorphism of the domain q e U -1,8β and by 1°. its image contains the domain Q e U -2β. Hence for Ρ e G -β, Q e ί/ -2β we have a mapping В : P, Q-> p, q = Ρ + S q , B^iQ) (where we substitute q = Bp 1 (Q) in S g after differentiating). For Ρ e G -2β, Q e U -3β we obtain ι В -Л'! «. Л/β"
x < υ,2β, ι dB -rf.r I < 0,5 | dx \. 
A' is a diffeomorphism of G', and θ\άρ\ .< \dA'\ < @\dp\, where In fact, mes (S^F + δ) < mes F + ε for any ε > 0 and δ < δ(ε). By virtue of the uniform convergence we have F o С S^F + δ for s > s(6) and so, as required: mes F s 4 mes (S^F + δ) < mes S m F + ε. 4·.5. Notation. 1°. Functions. All the functions we consider are taken to be complex-analytic, and real for real values of the argument. We consider complex rc-dimensional spaces of canonically conjugate variables Ρ = Pi, .... p n ; q = q lt .... q n (also denoted by χ = х 1г ..., x 2n = p, q -pi q n ) and the space of frequencies ω = <i) lt ..., ω η . We take the maximum of the moduli of the coordinates as a norm in these spaces. The functions we consider have period 27t in щ and may be expanded in Fourier series /(7) = ΣΛ«'*·* = /ο+7(?) = / ο +Σ'/*β ί<Μ) (Σ= Σ , Σ'=Σ).
-co<ft<+°o k=f=O where (k, q) = fe^ + ... + kmq n , and k is a vector with integral coordinates K{. In the space conjugate to a, consisting of the orders of the harmonics k, we take \k\ = I&J + ... + \k n \ as norm.
We use abbreviated notation of the form dp -
where f(p) is a numerical or vector-valued function f(p± p n ). 2°. Domains. Let U be a compact complex domain, i.e. a bounded domain in a complex numerical space, together with its boundaries. If d > 0, then U + d, U -d denote the ^-neighbourhood of U and the set of points contained in U together with a ^-neighbourhood. U x U U 2 denotes the union, и г p| t/ 2 the intersection, ί/χΧί^ is the part of U ± not in U 2 . U ± С f/ 2 means that every point η of U ± (x e U ± ) also belongs to U 2 (x e U 2 ). Re U denotes the intersection of the domain U with the real space, Im denotes the imaginary part, mes U denotes the Lebesgue measure of Re U [28] even if the domain U is complex.
A compact domain in the space ρ is denoted by the letter G, and in the space ω by Ω (both complex). F denotes the domain in the space χ = p, q defined by the conditions ρ e G, |lm q\ ζ p. The points q and q + 2n;fe are identified as in §1, so that mes F = (2π)" mes G.
3°. Mappings. The mappings we consider are given by analytic functions. A diffeomorphic mapping, or a diffeomorphism, of the compact domain ί/i onto U 2 is a one-to-one mapping that together with its inverse is continuously differentiable at each point of {/ г (or of U 2 , respectively). The differen-9A tial of the mapping A at the point χ is the linear operator dA = ъ~ dx.
A denotes a diffeomorphism of the domains G and Ω: Β and S are diffeormorphisms of the domains F, and are canonical transformations (see for example, [l] ). Ε denotes the identity transformation χ -> χ.
4°. Constants. The numbers θ, Θ, ρ, κ, D are positive constants. The numbers β, γ, δ. Μ, Κ are very small in comparison with the previous positive constants, also γ » δ » β > Μ.
The numbers N. are large and positive. L, ν, Τ denote absolute positive constants (i.e. depending only on the number of degrees of freedom).
The index s numbers the approximations. §5. Appendix. The rotatory motion of a heavy asymmetric rigid body
We shall show that Theorem 1 of §2 ensures the stability of a rapid rotation of a heavy asymmetric rigid body fixed at an arbitrary point 0.
We shall see that the magnitude and inclination to the horizontal of the angular momentum vector Μ always remain near their initial values (Fig. 2) . In particular, if a body is undergoing a rapid rotation about the major or the minor inertial axis, 1 then the angular velocity vector Ώ will in the body always remain near that axis, and in space will slowly precess about the direction of the gravitational force. Furthermore, the magnitude of the angular velocity Ω and the angle of inclination of the axis to the horizontal will always remain near their initial values (Fig. 3) .
When discussing a rapid rotation we assume that the potential energy of the body in the gravitational field Π is small in comparison with the kinetic energy of rotation T. We shall find it more convenient to take not Τ > 1, but Π= εί/ < 1, i.e. motion in a weak gravitational field (which mathematically, of course, is equivalent to a rapid rotation). The total energy will be For the unperturbed motion (ε = 0) we take the motion in the absence of a gravitational force, i.e. the Euler-Poinsot motion.
5.I. The Euler-Poinsot case. A rigid body with a fixed point is a system with 3 degrees of freedom and a 6-dimensional phase space. In the absence of a gravitational force there exist 4 independent single-valued first integrals
(1) (the energy and 3 components of the vector M). These 4 functions of position in the phase-space change their values for a given motion. The points of the 6-dimensional phase-space for which the 4 functions have given values (1) form, in general, a twodimensional manifold V. We shall show that these manifolds V(T, M) are tori. In fact, the manifold V is invariant and so the phase-velocity vector at each point of V touches V; consequently V admits of a vector field without singular points. It is evident that V is orientable and compact. The only compact two-dimensional orientable manifold admitting a tangential vector field without singular points is, as is well known, the torus.
Xt is also well known and easy to prove (see 5. 2) that the phase point moves on the torus К in a quasi-periodic motion with two frequencies ω χ and ω 2 . IH order to explain the significance of the frequencies G^ and ω 2 let us turn to the representation of the motion found by Poinsot (see Pig.
2).
The ellipsoid of inertia, with centre at 0, in the motion of the body rolls, without sliding, on the fixed plane к. The plane К is perpendicular to the vector Μ and is distant ρ from 0, where 2 'М* № + Щ + М1 (2) Suppose that initially the ellipsoid touches the plane тс at the point P. In an oscillation the point of contact varies, describing a closed curve on the ellipsoid (polhode). After a time τ the point of contact with the plane again arrives at the initial point P. On the plane тс, however, the point of contact will not be P, but P'; the ellipsoid has rotated about the axis Μ through an angle ot.
The frequencies ω ± and ω 2 are given by the formulae 2π α 
as the Hamiltonian function of the system with two degrees of freedom ϋ·, ψ depending on the parameter M z . We fix the value of M z and shall frequently not indicate the dependence of the function on this parameter.
The quantities p, а, Ь, с have the dimensions (mass)"" (length)" 1 .
We first examine the case ε = 0 (Euler-Poinsot case). The system is integrable owing to the existence of two first integrals
Points with the same values of Τ and Л/ 2 form a two-dimensional 1 invariant torus V (T, M 2 ) in the 4-dimensional phase-space ρ , ρψ; $, ψ. Each such torus corresponds to a certain Euler-Poinsot motion; the phase point moves in the corresponding quasi-periodic motion with frequencies (3) .
For the integration of the system (4) when ε = 0 it is convenient to introduce operator-angle variables 2 by the canonical transformation p#> Ρψ; ft, ψ->/i, h; i0i, w 2 .
• (6)
The quantities I 1 and J 2 depend only on Τ and Д/ 2 , and so Τ can be represented as a function Г = #о(/ь h), whose derivatives with respect to I ± and I 2 are the frequencies (3):
In the presence of gravity (ε 4 0) the function (4) takes the form Η = # υ (Λ, / 8 ) + eC7 (Л, / 2 ; ш ь ш,),
where the "perturbation" eU has period 2я in ω χ and ω 2 . 5.3. The investigation of the system with Hamiltonian function (7). The function (7) has the form (1) §2. We shall show in 5.4 that the condition (2) §2 of non-degeneracy is satisfied. Theorem 1 is therefore applicable, and the system with Hamiltonian (7) has invariant tori for sufficiently small ε, so that the majority of initial conditions the system is quasi-periodic.
But since the system (7) has two degrees of freedom, we can say more. Consider the ratios of the frequencies of the unperturbed system, («н/Ыг. As we shall show in 5. 4, for fixed energy Τ this ratio α/2 η varies from torus to torus. It follows then that for sufficiently small ε(Δ) the perturbed system has invariant tori for each energy-level and in any neighbourhood of any point of the phase space. These two-dimensional invariant tori divide the three-dimensional invariant energy-levels (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, even for those initial conditions that do not hit on an invariant torus of the perturbed system the phase-point for the motion always remains enclosed between two such neighbouring tori. It follows from 3°. of 1 We exclude only those values of Τ and M 2 for which the body can rotate about an axis of inertia, i.e. in (2), ρ = α, Ь, or с. The canonical transformation (6) is defined by the formulae dS dS dS dS where S (/" / 2 ; θ, ψ) = ^ P Q ίθ+ρψ Λ| >.
Here the integral is taken along a curve lying on the torus (V(T, M 2 ) and does not depend on the path of integration (in the small). 2rtli and 2TCJ 2 are the values of the integral (8) with respect to the base cycle of the torus.
Theorem 1 that for sufficiently small e the change in -ΖΊ(ΐ), Ι 2 (ί) f°r an infinite time will be arbitrarily small.
But M 2 is a function of I lt I 2 . We are therefore led to the conclusion that for a rapid rotation of an asymmetric rigid body the magnitude of the angular momentum vector Μ varies little during an infinite time interval.
More precisely we have the following THEOREM. For every λ > 0 there exists ε 0 > 0 such that if 0 < ε < ε 0 , then for any t, -co < t < со,, we have \M 2 In the 6-dimensional phase-space ΡφΡβΡψ', φ, Φ, ψ the twodimensional invariant tori we have found correspond to threedimensional invariant tori and quasi-periodic motions with three frequencies ш и ω 2 , ω 3 (rotation, nutation, precession). The precession frequency ω 3 is small with Fig. 4 . ε, and for ε = 0 the threedimensional tori collapse into the two-dimensional tori V considered in 5.1.
5. H. Verification of the non-degeneracy conditions. It remains to check that the condition (2) of §2, which is of the form ( д (Τ, ρ) 2 Y~f dp · It remains to prove that the ratio of the frequencies α(ρ)/2π does Since <X(p) 4 oo, W e have by (12) ^r 4 0, and so by (11) and (10) we dp obtain (9).
In this way, for a > c, the non-degeneracy condition (9) is satisfied and the ratio of the frequencies ot/2 ft varies with ρ for fixed Τ (see Fig. 4 ).
We have excluded from the discussion the case α = Ь = с, but if a = b =» c, then wherever the centre of gravity is situated, the body is a symmetric top (Lagrange case).
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